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Free All Monsters! is a novel location based mobile 
game which incorporates user generated content in an 
attempt to broaden its appeal by encouraging 
creativity.  An online portal allows participants to create 
content which is then used to populate the game.  The 
game was recently launched on the iPhone App Store 
and is currently available for download. 
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Introduction 
The first iteration of Free All Monsters! was a prototype 
featuring two key methods of participation which were 
demonstrated to visitors at pre-organised events [1].  
Firstly players could create their own visual 
interpretations of monsters, by hand drawing them 
using the materials provided.  These monsters were 
then placed on display at the event venue forming a 
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gallery, more commonly referred to as the Liber 
Monstrorum (a catalogue of marvellous creatures).   
Once the Liber Monstrorum had been created, a 
selection of these images were incorporated into the 
Magic Monstervision Machine; a mobile location based 
application created using Python S60.  The goal of the 
game being that participants were required to explore 
the local area and visit specific locations which hosted 
strategically placed monsters.  The participants were 
also provided with a Monster Spotter’s guide; a paper 
based, pictorial series of clues representing the location 
of the monster.  
To facilitate the inclusion of monsters within the Magic 
Monstervision Machine, some intervention from the 
developers was required at each event.  All images, 
maps and locations were hard coded into the script and 
therefore required a small amount of adjustment to 
tailor the application for specific events.  As a result the 
concept was not viable and scalable enough for 
distribution and use by the general public. 
As a result a new restructured version of Free All 
Monsters! was devised, which would allow a much 
wider audience to download and use the Magic 
Monstervision Machine and also create and upload their 
own monsters for inclusion in a much more streamlined 
manner. 
This alternative approach involved the development of 
two key components.  Firstly an iOS application for 
deployment through the platforms App Store and a web 
based interface for users to upload content to be 
included in the game. 
Using the iPhone application, players can travel around 
and ‘free’ monsters that are in close enough proximity.  
Furthermore, if they desire to generate their own 
monster for inclusion in the game, they can visit the 
website and do so. 
Free All Monsters! iOS Client 
This version of the Magic Monstervision Machine 
presents the user with four key views that are integral 
to game play.  The first view, demonstrated in Figure 
1-A displays an overview of statistics relating to an 
individual player.  The total monsters seen, is the total 
number of monsters that a player has encountered, but 
not necessarily freed yet.  The number of monsters 
freed is the total whereby the player has been in close 
enough proximity to the monster and has chosen to 
free it.  Finally within this view a ranking is displayed 
which correlates with the total number of monsters 
freed. 
The next view seen in Figure 1-B is the main interface 
for the game.  Here a dynamic map is displayed upon 
which the user’s current position and the positions of 
any uploaded monsters are plotted.  The inner orange 
zone around the player’s current position signifies the 
area in which monsters can be freed.  All monsters on 
the map can be selected and further information is 
displayed regarding that specific monster.  If the 
information bubble that is then displayed is pressed, an 
extended monster profile is presented in the form of a 




Figure 1 - The Free All Monsters! iPhone application
Finally, the Liber Monstrorum in Figure 1-D contains all 
monsters that have been encountered by a player so 
far (those that have appeared on the map), and 
indicates those that have been freed, with a checked 
symbol.  If a monster is selected from this list, the 
relevant Monster Card is displayed.   
Monster Maker Online Portal 
The premise of Free All Monsters! relies greatly upon 
user generated content and as a result a website was 
created to encourage its creation. 
Users can use the website to upload images of 
monsters, which are either drawn by hand and digitized 
by scanning or taking a photograph or alternatively 
created as computer generated graphics. 
To accompany the image of the monster users can 
select specific traits to construct a personality for their 
monster.  These characteristics are then used to add 
context to the mobile game.  Figure 2 demonstrates the 
structure of the Monster Maker interface and the 
different categories involved.  A monster’s location can 
either be fixed, whereby the creator can select a 
specific spot for it to appear, or can be roaming, and 
appear at any location, generated at random when a 
player launches the Hunt view in the mobile application.  
Within the application green circular icons denote 
roaming monsters; pink, square icons indicate 
monsters that have been placed in a fixed position.  
Roaming monsters are important for successful game 
play as they allow for content to be displayed to
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players who are participating in regions where no fixed 
position monsters have been created.  This process 
enables the game to be scalable on a global platform.  
The creator of a monster can also specify the weather 
conditions in which their monster appears, a 
characteristic which is then integrated into the mobile 
game through the use of real time weather data 
retrieved by a third party RSS feed.  Creators of the 
monster content can also define specific dates and days 
of the week which mean that their monster appears 
exclusively in accordance with these parameters.  
Finally the creator can choose to display their monster 
during the day, at night, or at any time, adding a 
further context-aware dimension to the game.  
 
Conclusion 
The Magic Monstervision Machine was recently 
approved for distribution through the iPhone App Store.  
The next stage of the project will be to identify specific 
trends and study the emergent behavior that develops 
as a result of its widespread release.  
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Required (all default provisions): 
- One table 
- Two chairs 
- Power supply 
- Internet connectivity 
- A0-sized poster board 
 
Desirable (not essential): 
- LCD screen, for the demonstration of the 
website 
- Additional poster board (any size) for the 
display of a Liber Monstrorum of hand drawn 
images 
 
Participants will require an iPhone with an adequate 
data package to successfully take part in this 
demonstration. 
